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1. Introduction. If 11 is a family of closed sets each with positive A-dimen-

sional Lebesgue measure, and if the subset A of the Euclidean space X = Rk

has the property that for each neighborhood V of each point xG^4 there exists

Z7G11 with xEUEV, then 11 is said to be a Vitali cover for A. The classical

Vitali theorem for the case A = 1 asserts that if "U is a Vitali cover for the set

A EX = R, then there is in 11 a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements whose

union exhausts all of A but a Lebesgue null set. The conclusion follows also

if A>1, provided one assumes that the Vitali cover 11 of A is regular in the

following sense: For each xG-4 there is a number a>0 and a sequence Un

of elements of 11 and a sequence 5„ of spheres (i.e., "balls") for which xG Un

ESn, lim„JOOX*5„ = 0, and X*f/„/X*S„^a. (X* denotes Lebesgue measure in

the space X = Rh. The number a is called a parameter of regularity at x.)

The invariance under translation of the set-function X* suggests the point

of view adopted in the present generalization of Vitali's theorem. We con-

sider a group G acting transitively on a Hausdorff space X, the latter endowed

with a measure p for which p(gB) =pB whenever gEG and £ is a /¿-measura-

ble subset of A. A Vitali covering for a subset A of X is defined in the obvious

way. Noticing that if Sa denotes the sphere of radius a centered at the origin

<t> in £*, then Sa+SaESia and r\kSa/\kSia = l/2k, we define regularity of a

Vitali cover in terms of a set-theoretic "multiplication" defined between sub-

sets of X. We replace the spheres Sa by what we call quasispheres. As a con-

ceptual aid, the reader may regard the quasisphere 5„, of Definition 2.7,

as corresponding to a sphere centered at <f> of radius 1/2". (See §4 for a precise

treatment of this matter.)

The upshot of these considerations is our main result, Theorem 3.5, which

may be informally stated as follows: If p is G-invariant on X, and if 11 is a

regular Vitali cover for A EX, then Ii admits a sequence of pairwise disjoint

elements whose union exhausts all of A but a it-null set. Our theorem includes

the classical Vitali theorem in £*, but the first example of §4 shows that even

in £2 the conventional regularity restrictions imposed upon the cover 11 are

unnecessarily stringent. This example shows that Vitali's conclusion may hold,

in nontrivial circumstances, even when 11 admits no positive parameter of

regularity at any point xG-4.
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The question as to whether regular Vitali covers can exist other than in

the case X = Rk is settled affirmatively in §4. There we assert their existence

whenever G satisfies at some point a "local equi-Lipschitz condition" (see

§4) and X is locally Euclidean. A simple instance in which these hypotheses

are satisfied is the case in which G = 03 is the orthogonal group of rotations

acting on the 2-sphere X = S2 QR3, p being taken as 2-dimensional Lebesgue

measure in X; many other examples will occur to the reader.

Our theorem is readily applicable to the instance in which a locally com-

pact Hausdorff group acts by left-translation on itself, p being taken as Haar

measure. We show that any Lie group G acting upon itself satisfies the "local

equi-Lipschitz condition", and thus that every subset of G admits numerous

Vitali covers which are regular relative to a naturally defined collection of

quasispheres.

There exist many generalizations of the Vitali theorem; the interested

reader is referred to [2, pp. 267-268] for a bibliography on this topic. None

of these generalizations seems to be relevant to our present undertaking.

2. Preliminary discussion and definitions.

2.1. Standing conventions. X will denote a Hausdorff space, G a group

which acts transitively on X. By this we mean that G is a subgroup of the

group of all one-to-one mappings of X onto itself such that, whenever xQX

and yQX, there is a gQG for which gx = y. We consider on X a countably

additive, non-negative measure p which is G-invariant, in the sense that gU

is /x-measurable and pgU = pU whenever U is a /¿-measurable subset of X

and gQG. We suppose also that for each xQX and each e>0 there exists a

/x-measurable neighborhood F of x for which pV<e. The outer measure deter-

mined by p will be denoted p*.
2.2. Remark. The requirements of 2.1 are satisfied, for example, if p is

Haar measure on a locally compact nondiscrete Hausdorff group G = X which

acts on itself by left-translation. We do not specifically suppose p to be a

regular Borel measure which assigns measure zero to each point of X, since

such an assumption does not shorten our discussion.

2.3. Definition. 0 will denote a point of X, arbitrary but henceforth

fixed.

2.4. Definition. For B QX and CC*, let B~1C=0 {gC\ gQG, <}>QgB}.
2.5. Remark. If 0' had replaced 0, and if h is any element of G for which

fop = 0', then B^C is replaced by the set D = U{gC\g QG,4>' QgB}
= U {hgC\ gQG, <p'QhgB} = U {hgC\ gQG, <pQgB} =hB~1C Thus a change in
the choice of 0 results simply in a translation of the set B~XC

In case X = G is a group acting by translation upon itself, B_1C has its

usual meaning provided 0 is chosen to be the identity element; that is, B~XC

represents the set of all elements of the form g~lh with gQB and hQC In

the discussion which follows we shall be concerned chiefly with the situation

where B = C; B_1B may be described as the union of all translates of B which

contain 0.
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Purely as a notational convenience, we introduce the following definition.

2.6. Definition. For £CA and CCA, let

BC= U{gC\gEG,gPEB}.

The following two definitions describe the covers to which our theorem

applies.

2.7. Definition. A sequence S„ of subsets of A will be called a sequence

of quasispheres if, for some e>0 and each positive integer w:

(1) Sn+lSn+l C Sn',

(2) p*Sn+i > ep*Sn.

2.8. Definition. Let A EX, and let 11 be a family of closed, /¿-measurable

subsets of A each with positive /¿-measure. Then 11 is said to be a regular

Vitali cover for A if there exists a sequence SH oí quasispheres and a real-

valued function M on A such that, for each xG-4 and each neighborhood V

of x, there is a t/GH, a gGG and an integer » for which xEUEV, gUESn

and p*SnûM(x)pU.

2.9. Remark. The concept of a regular Vitali cover has been defined in

terms of the set-theoretic multiplication of Definition 2.4, which depends in

turn upon the choice of <j>EX. But from Remark 2.5 and the fact that

(hB)~l(hQ = B~lC for each AGG, it is easy to see that if a cover 11 is a regular

Vitali cover for A for a particular choice of <p, then it is a regular Vitali cover

for every choice of <p.

The function M of Definition 2.8 corresponds to the parameter of regular-

ity of the classical theory. This observation motivates the following definition.

2.10. Definition. A family It of closed, /¿-measurable subsets of A is

said to be a regular Vitali cover with constant parameter of regularity if it

satisfies the conditions of the preceding definition with some constant func-

tion M.

3. The main theorem.

3.1. Lemma. Let AEX, and let 11 be a collection of closed p-measurable

subsets of X each of which has positive p-measure. Let K be an open subset of X

for which A EKandp*K < oo , and suppose that for each xEA and each neighbor-

hood V of x there exists UE^for which xE UEV. Suppose there is a real num-

ber P and a sequence C„ of subsets of X for which

(1) np*(CnCn) <P for each n; and

(2) if Í/G11 and gGG with <f>EgU and pU<l/n,
then gUECn-

Then there is a (possibly finite) sequence Uk of pairwise disjoint elements of 11

for which /¿*(i4\Ui*_i Uk) =0. The sequence may be chosen so that \Jk-i Z7*C£-

Proof. Insofar as the proof of Banach (see [l]) is applicable in our gener-
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alized context, we present it here as reported in [3, §39] by Munroe.

We may as well suppose, discarding certain elements of % if necessary,

that UQK whenever UQ%.

The sequence Uk is defined recursively. Choose any UiQ'U., and suppose

that Uk has been chosen for l^k^n. If A CU¡J_! Uk, the construction termi-

nates. Otherwise, since the elements of 'U, are closed, there are a point

xQA\Uï„i Uk and a UQ'Ü. for which xGt/and i/HU;.! Uk = 0. Then, with
5n = sup{/i^| UQK, Ur\[)l_i Uk = 0}, we have S„>0. We select Un+iQ^

with t/n+ifMJ2_i Uk = 0 and pUn+i>bn/2.
To show the sequence Uk is as required, we set T= lim sup Tn = V\k^i U"_t T„

where, for each positive integer «, we define

Tn   =   U   {UQ   V.\pU  <   2pUn,   UC\Un9*  0\.

We will show (1) AUt"=1 UkQT and (2) p*T = 0.
Let xG^4\U£,i I/*, and choose a positive integer m. Then xGU™_i t/*, so

there is a Z/Gll with xQU and i7nU™=1 Uk = 0. Since the measurable sets

Í/* are pairwise disjoint subsets of K, it follows from our hypothesis p*K < oo

that pUk->0. If UC\Uk = 0 for each k>m, then pU^5k<2pUk+i for each
k>m, so that pU=0. From this contradiction it follows that there is a small-

est integer AT for which U(~\UN9*0. Then pU^hN^i<2pUN, so that xGi/

QTn. Since N>m, we have xGU",m F„. Thus (1) is established.

To prove (2), we first find an integer «0 for which 2pUn<l whenever

«^«o. Let «^«o be fixed, and let z be a fixed point in UH. We will show

that if N is the largest integer for which 2pUn < 1/N, and if h is any element

of G for which hz = <f>, then F„C^_1CtfC¿v. For each xQTn there exist UQ*\L

and yQUC\Un for which xQU and pU<2pUn. Choosing a point gQG lor

which gy = 0, we see from hypothesis (2) of the present lemma that gUQCr/

and hUnQCif, so that gxGCiv and hyQCtt. Then (p=(gh~1)hyQgh~1Cif, so
that hg^CNQCiïCif by 2.6. Hence hxQCxCN for each xQTn. Now since

2pUn^l/(2N), we have p*Tnúp*CNCN<P/N^iPpUn for each «è«o, so

that   Xn*-»„M*Fná4F£»-n„Mt/ná4P/í*F;<oo.  That M*r = 0 now follows

from the relations p*T^p*Uñ-t Tn^ ~21n°-iP*Fn, valid for each k. This con-

cludes the proof of the lemma.

The next two lemmas concern the properties of the product B~1C

3.2. Lemma. If gQG and UQX, theng<pQ U^U if and only ij' g~x<pQ U~YU.

Proof. If g<pQ U~XU, then there is an hQG for which gpQhU and cpQhU.

But then ipQg^hU and g-^Qg^hU, so that g-tyQU'W by 2.4. The re-
placement of g by g~1 in this argument proves the converse.

3.3. Lemma. Let UtQX for each iQI, and let C=U,e/ Ur1Ut. Then
CD = C-'D for each D QX.

Proof. We have, using 3.2,
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c-w = ( u utwX-w = U igD\ gE G,g"Ve u ut'uX

= U |g£| g G G, g<*> G U Uv'uX = ( U .Vr1^^ £ = C£.

We now prove as a lemma a special case of our theorem.

3.4. Lemma. Let "Mbe a regular Vitali cover for A with constant parameter of

regularity M. Let K be an open subset of X for which A EK and p*K< ».

Then there exists a (possibly finite) sequence Uk of pairwise disjoint elements of

11 for which /¿*(.4\Ul"_i Uk) = 0. The sequence may be chosen so that (ik.i UkEK.

Let e and Sn be as in Definition 2.8. We may clearly suppose, discarding

certain elements from 11 if necessary, that for each t/GH there are a gGG

and an 5* with gUESk and p*Sk=^MpU.

Since <pEB~1B for each nonempty subset B of X, we have <pESk+iSk+i

ESk for each A. Denoting by e the identity element of the group G, we have

5*+i = e5*+iCU{g5*+i|gGG, <p = g<p} = {</>}~1S*+iC-S¿"+11S*+iCS*, so tnat the
real sequence p*Sk is monotone decreasing. Since 11 is a Vitali cover for the set

A, each point of which admits neighborhoods of arbitrarily small /¿-measure,

we see from the conclusion of the preceding paragraph that p*Sk—»0.

Now for each positive integer « we set C„ = U{ U~lU\ £G1t, pU<l/n}.

The sequence C„ clearly satisfies hypothesis (2) of 3.1, so by 3.1 the proof of

the present lemma may be completed by showing that the real sequence

np*CnCn is bounded. To this end we restrict our attention to those positive

integers « for which « > M/pSi, and we associate with each such » the small-

est integer An for which p*Skn=^M/n. Then always A„^3 and SkESkn when-

ever p*Sk=^M/n. Thus for each Í7GH with pU<l/n there is a gEG for

which g£CS*„. Hence U~iU=(gU)~1(gU) ES¿SknESkn-i whenever Í/GU
andpU<l/n. Thus C„ESkn-i, and from 3.3 we have CnC„ = C^1C„C'S¿L15*n_i
CS*„-2. Hence p*Cndèp*Skn-i<p*Skn-i/e<p*Skj62 = M/(e2n) whenever

«> M/pSi, and the proof is complete.

The next result, our main theorem, is obtained by removing some of the

hypotheses of the preceding lemma.

3.5. Theorem. Let "Mbea regular Vitali cover for A, and suppose that there

is a sequence F* of open subsets of X for which A CUt"_! F* and always p*Vk

< oo. Then there is a (possibly finite) sequence Uk of pairwise disjoint elements

of M for which /¿*(yl\Ut"_1 Uk) = 0.

Proof. Let Sn be the sequence of quasispheres, M the (not necessarily

constant) function given by 2.8. We suffer no loss in generality in supposing

that F* C F*+i for each positive integer A. For each positive integer A, we

define
Ak = A f\ M-^0, A] r. Vk
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and 11*= {t/G 1! | g C^C^n for some gGG and some integer« with p*Sn<kpU}.

Then It* is a regular Vitali cover for Ak with constant parameter of regularity

k, so by 3.4 we can find pairwise disjoint elements Ui, U2, ■ • ■ , Un¡, oí %i for

which p*(Ai\(Jt\i Uk) <1. Proceeding inductively on the assumption that

pairwise disjoint elements Ui, • • • , Ukn of It» have been chosen so that

p*(An\^JkLi Uk) <l/w, we notice that IFn= FAU^lx Uk is an open subset of

X for which An\UtLi UkQWn and p*Wn< °°. Thus there are by Lemma 3.4

pairwise disjoint elements i/*n+i, • • • , c7*nM of Hn+i for which

»*\U\ t u>)\ *u' Uk] < -4r
L\       \ *=i    /   \ k-kn+i     J     « + 1

and

*n+l \ kn

U       Uk C  Wn  =   Vn \    U   Uk.
k=k„+l \ *-l

From these computations it follows that

/t*|y4„\   U Uk\ Ú p*\An\   U t/*J<l/«   for each positive integer «,

which together with the relations .4=U"_1.<4„ and AnQAn+i (w^l) yields

the conclusion ju*(^4\U"_1 Uk) =0.

4. Examples. The examples presented here are designed to indicate the

applicability of our theorem to numerous instances in which a group acts

transitively on a measure space. For the sake of simplicity we consider cases

where each U in the cover It is a translate of a quasisphere. It will be clear

how more complicated examples can be constructed. We begin by stating a

corollary to our theorem.

4.1. Corollary. Let Sn be a sequence of closed, measurable quasispheres,

and let A be contained in a countable union of open sets each of which has finite

outer measure. Suppose that for each neighborhood V of each point x in A there

exists an element gQG and a positive integer nfor which xQgSnQ V. Then there

are a sequence gk of elements of G and a sequence nk of positive integers for which

the sets gkSnh are pairwise disjoint and p*(A\L)J^_1 gkSnt) =0.

From this corollary it follows, speaking loosely, that Theorem 3.5 will be

applicable to any situation in which quasispheres ,can be introduced. Eu-

clidean ¿-space Rk is one setting in which this can be done in such a way that

the cover which results from a translation of the quasispheres to the points

of a nonempty subset A of Rk is nowhere regular in the classical sense. By

using a sequence of solid ellipses with increasing eccentricity, we give in

Example 4.2 a possible construction for the case k = 2.

4.2. Example. Let the topological group G = X = R* act on itself by trans-
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lation, and let p denote 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Choosing <p to be

the identity element in £2 we define

Sn = {(*i, x,) | (*i, Xi) E R2   and    (2nXiY + (22»z2)2 =l},

for each positive integer «. To see that the closed sets Sn form a sequence of

quasispheres in the sense of Definition 2.7, we observe that Sñ+lSn+i = 2Sn+i

= {(xi, x2)|(xi, x2)G£2 and (2"x1)2 + (22«+Ix2)2 = l} ESn, and that pSn+i

= 7r/23n+2>e7r/23" = €/¿5„ if €<l/8. The sequence Sn being fundamental at <p,

we see that the hypotheses of Corollary 4.1 are satisfied for an arbitrary sub-

set A of £2. Since the smallest disk Dn in £2 containing Sn has area ir/22n,

however, the sequence pSn/pDn has limit zero and the classical Vitali theorem

is not applicable.

We next show how to find quasispheres in a more general situation.

4.3. Example. Suppose that the space A admits a point, which we may

as well choose for p, some neighborhood V of which admits a homeomorphism

onto a neighborhood of the origin in £*. If n is such a homeomorphism,

arbitrary but henceforth fixed, then ^(rjx+rjy), whenever it is defined, will

be denoted by x+y; x—y is defined similarly. When xG V, we write | x| for

the distance from r/x to the origin. Then quasispheres can be defined as the

image under rj_1 of spheres in £*, provided that the elements of G satisfy the

following condition E-L, a sort of local equi-Lipschitz condition.

Condition E-L. There is an open subset IF of A and a real number £

for which <j>EWC F and for which gyE V and |gx — gy| <£|x — y\ whenever

xGIFand yEW and gx = <p.

Indeed, let r be a positive number for which xG W whenever |x| <r, and

for which the sphere of radius r about the origin in £* is contained in rjV.

Now define
Sn= {x\ |s|   úr/(2P)"},

for each positive integer w. Our discussion will be complete if we can show

that the sequence Sn satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 2.7.

To show S'+iSn+iESn, which is (1), we notice that the constant £ of con-

dition E-L exceeds 1, so that always S„EW. If xESñ^Sn+i, so that there

exist points y and z in Sn+i and gEG for which gy = x and gz=<p, then we have

1*1   =  \gy-g*\   < £ | y - a |   úP(\y\  + | «| ) á 2Pr/(2P)"+1 =r/(2P)n;

thus xESn and (1) of Definition 2.7 is established.

To prove (2), we notice that for each positive integer « the sets nSn, nS„+i

are spheres in £*, the radius of the former being (2£)2 times the radius of the

latter. Thus there is an integer m, dependent only on A and £, for which

rçSnCU™ i yXi+r)Sn+2 for appropriately chosen points x,G5„. Now if yESn+i,

then the distance in £* from the origin to nXi+rjy does not exceed r/(2P)n

+r/(2P)n+2<r, so that ^(-qxi+ny) =x,+y exists and lies in F. Choosing

giEG so that giXi=<p, we have
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\gt(*i + y)\ = I gt(*i + y) - get I <P\(*i + y)-Xi\ =P\y\
á Pr/(2P)"+2 < r/(2P)n+\

Thus gi(Xi+S„+2) QSn+i, and from the relation SnQ0T-i x,+5n+2 it follows

that

m m

P*Sn á   Z P*(Xi + Sn+i)   á   E M*5»+l = mp*Sn+l.
i-l «-1

4.4. Example. We consider finally the case in which a Lie group G = X

acts upon itself by translation. Retaining the notation introduced in 4.3, we

recall from Smith [4] that the homeomorphism n may be chosen to introduce

on X a coordinate system which is right regular, in the sense that there is a

function F on FX V, jointly continuous at (0, 0), for which

uv = u + v + I v I F(u, v),

whenever each of the points, u, v, uv, F(u, v) and \v\ F(u, v) lies in V. (By

| v| F(u, v), we mean r¡~1[ \v\ rjF(u, v)\.) The fact that our theorem is applicable

in this situation will be proved by showing that if r¡ is so chosen, then condi-

tion E-L is satisfied. The condition now reads as follows : There is an open sub-

set W of X and a real number P for which <pQ WQ V and for which x_1yG V

and |x_1y| <P|x—y\ whenever x Q W and y Q W.

Now if x and y are arbitrary points of V and if zQX, we could write

(1) y = xx~xy = x + x~xy + \ x~xy \ z,

then

(2) y — x —  | x_1y | z = x_1y,

whence |x_1y| ^ \y — x\ +|x_Iy| \z\ and (1 —|3|)|x_1y| <|y —x|, provided

that each of the points appearing in equations (1) and (2) is well-defined (i.e.,

lies in V). In the present case, a real number F>1 being given, we choose

JFso small that (1) and (2) are meaingful for z = F(x, x~1y), and so small that

| F(x, x_1y)| <(P — 1)/P whenever xQW and yQW. With this choice of W

we have (1/F)|x_1y| <(1 — \z\ )|x_1y| < \y — x\ = \x — y\ whenever xQW

and yQW, so that condition E-L is satisfied.
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